Spring 17 CS Self-Pace Orientation Quiz

Please answer the following questions to verify you read and understand our rules. You will trade the answers for your computer account and or when you first come to the Self Pace Center

1. What is your previous programming experience? Are you aware these courses have pre-reqs? and please explain what other CS courses you have taken to prepare you for your self-pace course

2. Please verify that you have the time in your schedule for this self pace course

3. Briefly explain your strategy for doing your course work this semester. For example do you plan to use time on Sundays to do your programs for the class? And please verify that you have planned time in your schedule *weekly* for your self pace course.

4. Are you encouraged to work ahead of our pacing deadlines?
5. What weeks are the pacing deadlines in?

6. What comes first, finishing the program or corresponding quiz taking?
7. Please verify that you are aware that the quiz taking is part of the educational process and that you will follow the rules about quiz taking such as taking the quiz in one sitting, allowing at least 20 minutes to take the quiz. Also please don’t get nervous about the quiz taking.

8. The above said, how many days do you need to wait for a quiz retake?
9. Do we recommend continuing to work on programs even if you are stuck on a quiz?
10. Will you promise to ask questions on our piazza if you have them so we can have a more rigorous piazza use going? (it tends to be underused-don’t wait for others to start the dialogue!)

11. Please briefly explain your goals for taking the course-(is it for an internship, or just general knowledge etc....)

Good luck with your course!